May // 17

Dear readers,
For all bulk solids experts, there is a special event just round the corner: SCHÜTTGUT 2017 will take
place on 10 and 11 May in Dortmund. Engelsmann will be using this event as a platform to present a
new development in the field of screening technology. In today‘s trade fair issue, you will learn what
makes the new JEL Phoenix screening machine so special and how you can get free tickets to make
sure you don‘t miss its premiere.

» JEL Phoenix - Screening Without Compromise
» JEL Phoenix in Practice
» Premiere at SCHÜTTGUT: The Countdown has Begun

We hope you enjoy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

JEL Phoenix - Screening Without Compromise
With the JEL Phoenix, Engelsmann has developed a new long-stroke screening machine which provides more flexibility and efficiency for use in the chemical industry. It combines a screening process
which is particularly gentle on the product with high screening precision and maximum versatility. The
heart is a modular sieve cartridge system: by stacking up to 4 screen decks, separation into up to 5
groups is possible using just one machine. Also a variety of screening applications, such as protective
and classification screening can be realised within one screening process. More detailed information
about the JEL Phoenix is just a click away.

» Recommend article

» More information

JEL Phoenix in Practice
The new Engelsmann sieve JEL Phoenix was especially developed for applications in the chemical
industry and can be used for a multitude of products and screening tasks. The screening machine is
particularly aimed at applications in which the system operator is confronted with changing tasks such
as varying products, screening applications and/or fluctuating production volumes.
The first practical experience in the production of catalysts and various detergent formulas provides an
impressive demonstration of the possibilities which the JEL Phoenix offers for adaptation to different
framework conditions.

» Recommend article

» More information

Premiere at SCHÜTTGUT: The Countdown has Begun
On 10 and 11 May 2017, the new JEL Phoenix screening technology innovation will be presented to a
broad professional audience for the first time at SCHÜTTGUT in Dortmund. We would like to cordially
invite you to the premiere and have already reserved a free VIP ticket for you.
Would you like to make a firm appointment for a detailed discussion? Then simply notify our trade fair
team of your visit by email.
We look forward to your visit.

» Recommend article

» Ticket registration

Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products
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